
 
 

Dear YEM owners,                                                                                   Monday, November 18th 2019 

 

 

We are often asked why we are raising the minimum price and the price of the YEM continues to rise 

even though there is so little trading volume on the exchange. 

 

To contribute to clarity, the following: 

 

We do not support classic trading. 

YEM, Rainbow Currency is not intended to be a speculative object or for day trading and quick 

profits. 

 

The YEM differs fundamentally in its purpose from all other crypto currencies known to us. It is 

intended, and increasingly used, as a daily means of payment, worldwide, in a constantly growing 

international marketplace within the SafeZone and also outside it.  

YEM - Your Everyday Money is to be taken literally. 

 

The low volume on the current exchange is due to the strict trading rules that the Rainbow Currency 

Foundation has established to fulfill its role as a monitoring, regulating and protecting body for the 

Rainbow Currency. 

The YEM price in trading should reflect its true value. This value cannot be read from the trading 

volume on CCH only but mainly from transactions on TwnklBuy and MoneyPon or generally from the 

TwnklChain. 

 

 There daily huge volumes are documented, ever higher volumes, and actually sometimes daily in the 

value of several million USD. 

 

As is generally known, there are TwnklBuy and MoneyPon where YEM is moved and bought and 

where YEM is used as payment. This is not visible on CCH.  

 

But what we can see on the TwnklChain corresponds to the actual general appreciation of our 

currency. This is reflected in the higher price for a YEM. 

 

In recent months and weeks, and especially since the Congress in Uganda, the YEM has received an 

incredible boost - and this is just the beginning. 

 

We, along with all YEM owners, are delighted at the growing popularity, growing value and 

wonderful fruits of the work of so many Unicorn Network members and the Power Of We. 

 

We, the whole Board of Directors of RCF, remain with warmest greetings to the YEM community! 

 

Lora M. Bilger 

President Rainbow Currency Foundation. 


